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LETTERFROMTHEPRESIDENT
Hello all,
As summer fades and is
replaced by the bustle of
a new academic year, I
am eager to continue
seeing Student Agencies
Foundation grow. The
arrival of new students means the
entrepreneurial network seen through our
different ventures will continue to thrive. The
coming of a new academic year also signifies a
time of change? one of which is the election of
a new SAI president, Lu cas Goldm an (?20), the
manager of Hired Hands in 2017.
I am confident in the continued delivery of our
mission to provide Cornell students with
extraordinary entrepreneurial opportunities in
this upcoming academic year with Student
Agencies, eLab, Entrepreneurship at Cornell,
and Life Changing Labs.

This edition of eNews will include:
-

-

-

An introduction to the new SAI
President, Lu cas Goldm an (?20), and
a reflection on his time thus far at SAI
along with his plans for the future;
An alumni spotlight on Lau r a
Fu r m an (BS '15), former SAI
President and her thoughts on her
Student Agencies experience; and
A feature article on the eLab team,
Natural Cuts, and their solution to
increasing the shelf life of vegetables.

Sincerely,
M ich ael Kar an gelen ('90)
Chairman and President
Student Agencies Foundation, Inc.

Alu m n i Updat es
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

An dr ew Aqu in o ('17), a former SAI Director
of Marketing, joined Facebook as a Product
Designer.
Joseph Bar sot t i ('17), a former Big Red
Shipping and Storage Field Manager, joined
Mercer as a Fintech Consulting Analyst.
Logan St even son ('17), a former Hired
Hands General Manager, joined Barclays as
an Analyst.
Ryan Picar d ('17), a former Cornellian
Business Manager, joined Microsoft as an
Associate Consultant.
Sar ah Gr if f in ('17), a former Big Red
Shipping and Storage Director of Marketing
and HR, joined Oracle as a Business
Development Consultant.
St eph an ie Slaven ('17), a former SAI CFO,
joined HSBC as a Leverage and Acquisition
Finance Analyst.

Delia Ch u n g ('08), a former SAI Director of
Recruitment, became a Vice President of
Investment Banking at Citi.
Adam Ch er u bin i ('13), a former Big Red
Shipping and Storage General Manager and
Cornellian Yearbook Business Manager,
joined Greensill Capital as an Associate.
Kim ber ly Ch en ('13), a former SAI HR
Director, joined McKinsey & Company as a
Digital Specialist.
Br ook e Ger st ein ('14), a former Editor in
Chief of the Cornellian Yearbook, joined
Nicholas Residential LLC as Manager of
Marketing and Investor Relations.
Br an don Hu an g ('15), a former Big Red
Shipping and Storage General Manager and
Director of Operations, became a Strategy
Congratulations to all of our alumni! If you are an
and Operations Consultant at Deloitte.
Calvin Lai ('15), a former Campus Promotions SAI, eLab, or LCL alumni who is doing something
new, please let us know here.
General Manager, became a Consultant at
Deloitte.

INTRODUCINGTHE2018SAI
PRESIDENTLUCASGOLDMAN
ByGabrielleZacky
When it was announced
at the beginning of
August that Lu cas
Goldm an (BS ?20) would
be the 2018 president of
SAI, Lucas, a
self-proclaimed
businessman at heart,
was fully prepared to assume the position.
Lucas grew up with a business mentality, ?I was
always trying to sell whatever I could get my
hands on from the age I could ride a bike? it
started out with childish things like tennis balls
and lemonade stands, and then turned into a
company I started with my brother.? That
company was Two Bros Work Crew, which

started out with Lucas and his brother Zac
Goldm an (BA ?18) as a neighborhood odd
jobs business. By the time Lucas graduated
high school, Two Bros had escalated into a
legitimate business with several employees,
becoming both well regarded and profitable
in their hometown of Needham,
Massachusetts.
Upon making the transition to Cornell in the
Dyson School for Applied Economics and
Management, Lucas knew that he needed to
find something to define his Cornell identity.
That ?thing? became Student Agencies. The
year before Lucas arrived at Cornell, his
older brother Zac ran Hired Hands Moving
Company, and after some convincing, Lucas
decided to apply for the same position for
the 2017 term.
Becoming a manager of Hired Hands meant
gaining maturity and learning responsibility
on a vast scale very quickly. Lucas

reminisced that ?managing Hired Hands
required working with older people and being
their boss, which forced me to act older and
more mature than I was.? He compares being a
manager at Hired Hands akin to the job of an
?on-call doctor ? because whenever anything
goes wrong (e.g., workers don?t show up for a
job, a truck gets stuck on the side of the road
during a move, etc.) he had to be ready to go
do the job along with managing other
responsibilities of the company.
Having his boots on the ground and getting his
hands dirty with Hired Hands allowed Lucas to
grow tremendously both professionally and
personally. ?As manager of Hired Hands, I saw
the big challenge ahead of me like a mountain,
but by putting everything into place, executing,
and then seeing things move smoothly has
given me the chance to look back and feel
accomplished.? Now, he is ready to take the
next step with Student Agencies to use that

growth to implement change.
Lucas credits his brother, Zac, with "teaching
me a strong work ethic." Zac, current Director
of Strategy at SAI, regards Lucas's new role in
the company with satisfaction, as he believes
"Lucas is the right man for the job."
Additionally, Lucas looks to his predecessor,
2017 SAI President Lu k e Bu sh n er (BS ?18) as
an inspiration. ?Luke leads by example and has
been a great resource throughout my tenure
as manager, and that is something I want to
emulate for future managers.?
Student Agencies has been the highlight of
Lucas?s college experience. For future
managers working at Student Agencies, he
advises ?make the most of your experience
and be very careful of complacency. Try to look
beyond previous years and take advantage of
the liberty that comes with running your own
business.?

SAI ALUMNISPOTLIGHT: LAURA
FURMAN
ByGabrielleZacky
When Lau r a Fu r m an (BS
'15) of Needham,
Massachusetts joined SAI,
it was the first time she set
foot into the business
world. Prior to her
transition to a
businesswoman, Laura
was interested in public speaking and was
recruited to be a part of the Cornell Debate Team
with the ILR school. "I knew I wanted to be in a
smaller program within a larger institution where
my voice would be heard," said Laura. Outside of
the debate team, Laura quickly got involved as a
spinning instructor for Cornell Fitness Center.
Ready to open her mind to more opportunities
her sophomore year, the HR director of SAI at the

time, An n elise Sh u epbach (BS '15),
advised Laura to apply for the opportunity
of a lifetime. Upon joining SAI, she
managed Campus Promotions, which she
credits for giving her the experience
necessary to succeed in the real world.
"Working as the manager of Campus
Promotions taught me accountability? I
needed to prove myself, and in the
process, I saw my hard work translate
directly to the bottom line."
As a manager at SAI, Laura handled
finances for her business, worked with
customers, managed numerous
employees, and sold a product. The
multitude of components associated with
her job allowed Laura to "learn how all the
pieces of the puzzle fit
together? something you won't get out of
any other experience."
The following year, Laura was selected to

be president of SAI. She credits Bonnie Enzian,
SAI Director of Operations, and Kyle Kar n es (BS
'91), CEO of SAI, as being instrumental during her
presidency? "they mentored me and provided
me with incredible support." As president, she
held full responsibility for each of the seven
businesses, and she took a hands-on approach
when dealing with the different businesses and
each of their managers.
Laura reflects, "personally getting involved in
each of the businesses during their peak times
helped everyone understand that the whole is
greater than its parts, which was necessary to
maintaining SAI's success." This meant going on
jobs during Big Red peak when they needed
more boots on the ground and helping Campus
Promotions during Map and Gorge distribution.
The team mentality during her time at SAI
propelled her to become confident in her abilities
as a leader, which translated to her post-college
career.

After graduating from Cornell in 2015, Laura
moved to San Francisco to work for The
Gap, Inc. in their rotational management
program. "I always knew I wanted to live on
the West Coast, and working at Gap has
given me the chance to make use of all the
skills I developed at SAI." In doing the
rotational management program Laura says
she became "a better cross functional
partner " because she stood in the shoes of
her peers? just as she did only a couple of
years prior as SAI president.
Currently, Laura works in digital
merchandising at Athleta, Gap's athletic
brand, which blends her passion for fitness
and her business expertise. "Unlike most
corporate jobs, I get to wear my yoga pants
to work." After work, she teaches spinning
at Wheel House, reminiscent of her time as
a fitness instructor at Cornell.
Looking back on college, Laura fervently

states "SAI was the single best thing I did
when I was an undergraduate; it was such a
formative experience and it allowed me to
take the things I did in the classroom and
apply it to real life."
As new Cornellians make the life-changing
decision to become a part of SAI, Laura
advises "You are a manager at SAI first and
second you are a manager at your individual
business. You have to step up and work with
the team as a whole in order to be
successful."

ELABFEATUREDSTARTUP:NATURAL
CUTS

They believe the process can be applied to
other vegetables and fruits, and are
constantly working to prove it.

Late last year, Saran sought to
commercialize the technology and looked
for partners with expertise different than his
Why can?t a fresh cut
own to help him do so. In that search, he
vegetable last longer?
found four diverse, entrepreneurial-minded
Can we offer an
classmates who shared his vision to
alternative to frozen
redefine what the industry believes can be
vegetables that
achieved in fresh produce shelf-life.
provides comparable
shelf-life yet still retains M ich ael An n u n ziat a (M BA ?17) brings
business and private investing experience,
the fresh qualities of vegetables in the natural
produce aisle? These questions led to research for Nat alia Solan o (M BA ?17) focuses on
operations and finance, Har r ison Willis
a solution, and after months of hard work, Vipu l
(Bak er Pr ogr am in Real Est at e ?17) leads
Sar an (M ast er s in Food Scien ce, ?17) and his
business development, and Rebecca
Advisor, Dr. Syed Rizvi, discovered a process that
M osn er (CALS ?17) focuses on marketing
made fresh-cut, peeled potato French fries. The
initiatives.
process extends the shelf-life of fresh-cut potato
for at least 60 days, without refrigeration,
After months of customer development and
something never achieved before in the space.
feedback, the group found their product

ByKristi Chan,viaEntrepreneurshipat Cornell

niche ? an all-natural, non-GMO fresh-cut
vegetable that is shelf stable for at least 60
days, without refrigeration. The company has
had success with a pre-cut potato product and
is expanding into the avocado market. In the
early phases, the company plans to produce
and distribute its own branded product to
grocery chains for sale in their produce aisle.
Sourced produce would be of the highest
quality, offering customers the premium
product they demand but in a more convenient
fashion.
Though the team has its origins at Cornell, the
core research had its origins abroad. Saran
recalled encountering many problems in his
potato exporting business in India. High heat in
the Middle East and other countries that would
import his product caused rotting to occur,
reducing his yield. His desire to solve this
problem brought him to Cornell University, a

leading institution for food science. Though
he saw the problem and technical
opportunity, his partners helped create the
business strategy and vision for what is now
Natural Cuts. ?The consumer continues to
demand more and more convenience but
won?t sacrifice quality. We saw an
opportunity to use cutting-edge technology
to create a healthy, delicious, and
convenient food that capitalizes on this
opportunity. We did countless hours of
customer development work, speaking with
grocery store customers, food service
providers, and food entrepreneurs which led
us to the conclusion that there really was a
huge opportunity in the fresh-cut market,?
said Annunziata.
The team credits their Entrepreneurship and
Business Ownership course in the Johnson
School as a key driver in their customer-first

mentality. That experience led them to eLab,
where they hope to continue development of
their company and product. As one of the 15
teams admitted into eLab this year, Solano
says the collaborative environment is key?
?the instant feedback, conversations, and
workshops enable us to make each other ?s
products better.? The team also values the
consultation and advice they receive from
successful entrepreneurs who can point out
areas in need of improvement and provide
different perspectives. Furthermore, with
unlimited access to the new eHub space, the
?close contact encourages everyone to share
ideas and find solutions to problems,? says
Willis.
When asked what characteristic of Natural
Cuts made the company distinct other than
the nature of the product itself, all members
believed the diversity of their experiences and

education was a major factor. ?Through
eLab and the entrepreneurial community
at Cornell, we were able to bring together a
diverse and qualified team that positions
us for success,? said Annunziata. With
diversity in expertise and passion for
entrepreneurship serving as the common
thread, Natural Cuts is bringing a bold
approach to a market constantly searching
for new opportunities.
To learn more about Natural Cuts, visit
their website here and follow their Twitter
and Instagram account @NaturalCutsFood.
Questions can also be directed to the email
domain info@natural-cuts.com.

